Johnny comes marching
home again--stoned!
ABOUT THE AUTHORS: David J. Bentel, D. Crim. is Co-

director of the University of California Drug Abuse Information Project. David E. Smith, M.D., Is Founder and Medical
Director of Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic and Co-director of
the University of California Drug Abuse Information Project
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David J. Bentel, D. Crimonology

(The Crisis of Drugs, Combat and
the American Soldier in Vietnam!
by David J. Bentel, D. Crim.
and David E. Smith, M.D.
"The last few months over there were
unbelievable. My first tour there in '67,
a few of our guys smoked grass, you
know. Now the guys walk right in the
hootch with a jar of herion or cocaine.
Almost pure stuff. Getting smack is like
getting a bottle of beer. Everybody
sells it. Half my company is on stuff."
returning G.I.

-

-

Congressional Representatives
Murphy (D-lll.) and Steele (R-Conn.) in
making public their report this week on
the state of the drug problems among
our military in Southeast Asia, estimated that in some units, heroin addiction
may be as high as twenty five precent.
A recent report of the Special Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed
Services, called Inquiry Into Alleged
Drug Abuse in the Armed Services,
concluded that "40-50 percent of the
men entering military service have at
least experimented with drugs principally marijuana; some 20 percent of
our military personnel may be marijuana users, and upwards to 10 percent
of our personnel in Vietnam could be
using hard narcotics."
Chronic addiction as well as widespread use of mind-altering drugs
among our combat forces now appears
to match the state of the current epidemic among young civilians at home.
In New York City, O.D. or overdose of
herion is the leading cause of death for
young people between fifteen and thirty years of age. Fatal doses in military
units are now being observed and recorded even though many cases are
ambiguous or difficult to determine.
A major "fact" to emerge in recent
months is that Iheroin, morphine and!
raw opium are unusually cheap and
available."
Crude opium is even more common
than morphine or heroin and cheaper.
Smoking opium, is the most common
way of utilizing low morphine content
opium. Marijuana "joints" are dipped
in opium, heroin, or other drugs and
have created a new style of smoking,
the O.J. or "opium joint."
Heroin sold in Vietnam today in 100,
250 and 300 mgm. clear plastic vails or
"caps" is more than 97% pure. Considering both the potency as well as the
toxicity of such drug, lethal overdoses
are more common. Also a more rapid
more
rate of addiction is followed by sympwithdrawl
long
and
term
severe
tons. The new heroin is so strong that
smoking or sniffing (something like
14% of the active ingredient can be
taken directly into the blood stream by
sniffing) produce pronounced physical
addiction with typical withdrawl symptons.
,
A number of studies carried out by
the Department of Defense and the
Army, with neither fanfare or publicity,
only
reveal that abusable drugs are notbeing
available as never before but
sought after and consumed at rates not

i
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previously believed possible. A recently
completed study of this nature by an
Army psychiatrist now practicing in the
Bay Area, examined the drug habits of
Army veterans of Viet Nam returning to
be discharged (only honorable discharges) at the Oakland Army Terminal
or in the state of Washington. Statistics
for only the first quarter of 1971
(actually only until the end of March
1971 when the study was. ended) found
that out of a sample of just over a thousand young enlisted men (rank E-6 or
below), 23% admitted to having used
heroin in the last 30 days before being
"recycled" to the States, and over a
quarter of the total sample admitted to
using herion, morphine, opium or other narcotics drugs illegally during their
"tour" in Vietnam. Many of these, "regular" users of heroin, were found to
have traces of morphine in their urine
when tested upon return.
Although twenty percent of returning veterans in this sample who used
illicit or non-prescription drugs overseas had used heroin or opium, such
figures do not suggest how much larger must be the total sample who used
marijuana, amphetamines, barbiturates
including abusing alcohol sometimes
during their entire military career.
Marijuana however, is still the drug
most often used by American ground
troops besides alcohol.
In Vietnam, marijuana is cheap, potent, and readily available like most
other drugs. In fact, Vietnamese marijuana is considered by many as the
most potent grown anywhere. In assessing the effects of the drug there-

,

pline. Entire companies, it is reported,
are refusing to go into combat and are
breaking with established military tradition, and discipline.
Returning veterans of the last recent
months report not only problems of
drugs and deteriorating morale, but a
prevasive crisis of identity in a complex
system which is based mainly on tradition and authority. One G.I. summarized his recent experience by stating,
"I went into the Army as gung-ho as
anybody. But right now, morale is terrible, everything is off-limits, and just
above everybody is stoned."
The war experience in Vietnam continues to be a source of nearly suicidal
despair to many returnees, a high precentage of whom, besides having drug
habits, needs psychiatric referal.
Drug using, drug peddling, and the
style of the criminal underworld which
both foster, do not stop necessarily
when a service man is sent home with
a discharge. G.l.'s bring home both
their habits and their drug style with
them. Drugs at home, however, are
weak and costly. A five or ten dollar a
day habit in Saigon or Pleiku would
cost perhaps several hundred a day in
the U.S. and particularly on the West
Coast. So some "reinlist for the benefits" - going back to cheap dope. But
more often, they go back home, take to
the streets, and start "hustling." Often
borderline psychoticspr at least deeply
disturbed human beings, they seek
anynonymity in the transient, marginal

world of the street and the ghetto.
Drug use and drug dependence, are
only a parameter of the much larger
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fore, dose and potency become even

more crucial variables. Where in weaker U.S. form, marijuana will be consumed to the point only of producing
relaxation, some minor time-space distortion perhaps with feelings of euphoria, the cheap, potent weed of Asia,
taken in large doses, may be acutely
hallucinatory and cause reality distortion, dilusions, and may percipitate full
psychotic episodes in those whose
stress level (due to combat) or mental
state may make them prone to a
"psych emergency." Little recent data
is presently available on this aspect of
common drug use.
A common rationale for using drugs
as strong sedatives was to block out
the psychic pain of awareness and
feelings of personal inadequacy and
alienation. Apparently for the same
reason as in the State, young men have
turned to drugs as a means of coping
with inadequate selves or an unindurable reality. They find they can instantaneously alter their mood and their
world. Antiwar slogens and feelings
were expressed as part of explaining
their own drug use. Several discharged
G.l.'s stated that their heavy indulgence in drugs began at the time they
started reading anti-war materials in
their barracks in Vietnam. There was
frequent mention of the TET offensive
in January of 1968, when they realized,
they said, that "we already lost a war
we had no business to be in anyway."
Increasing drug use and abuse at least
coincides with increasing deterioration
of morale and aeneral military disci-
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problem of the returning Vietnam veteran. Instead of returning home proud
to America many "vets" hide their service identity. "Everybody hates us and
the war and acts like we are all Mai Lai
killers," one soldier complained. Most
report finding no'understanding at
home, and no jobs. By recent figures,
there is at least 15% unemployed rate
for veterans. These figures include all
ranks of all services including older
professionally trained personnel who
possess highly demanding specialties.
The unemployable rate would be much
higher for the more typical young, unSKiiied, ex-combat veteran who may be
part of a racial minority already marginally employed. Many G.l.'s returning
don't even foster hope of finding decent work.
Thus the "drug problem" overseas
has helped created a permanent population of estranged, alienated, second
class citizens who will swell the ranks
of the unemployed and add to the already growing number of addicted
young Americans.

This week's Synapse
will be the last issue of j
this academic year.
Publication will resume
jn the fan.
,
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CHARTERS"

Q & A

Europe 1971

AUSTRALIA & JAPAN
first! Fly with our reliable

"Don't be missed by lower prices, investigate
Charter group. Know the facts on your charter carrierbefore you sign
your application. Don't take a chance with an unknown charter airline."

ROUND TRIP

.F» Bht
315 (86days)

117

(83days)
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(72days)
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- WEST COAST TO EUROPE

Prtc.

LOS ANGELES to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES(SAT)
OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND(TIA)

Lv.Junel3 $299
Ret. Sept. 6
Lv. June 14. $2„
Ret. Sept4^.*\

:Lv.JuneJ6
Jtet. Aug. 26

OAKLAND toLONDON
AMSTERDAM lo OAKLAND
OAKLAND lo AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND
OAKLAND/L.A. lo AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND

5299

'253

1126
'127

1

!185

oneway
oneway
oneway
oneway
oneway

OAKLAND to LONDONITIA)
OAKLAND to AMSTERDAMfTIA)
OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAMfTIA)
OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM(AFA)

oneway

OAKLAND toLONDON (BRIT. AIR)
L.A./OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (PIA)
OAKLAND toLONDON (FIN.AIR)

701
755
818

oneway
oneway

.

$^

oneway
oneway

1624
728

otio«ay

oneway
one way

-906
103

Lv. June 17 '$179,
Lv. June 18 $179!
Lv. June 24 $179,
5139"'
rLv. Sept 2
Lv.Sept.29 $139
Lv. July 27 $179
Lv.Aug.s
$179
Lv.Aug.lB $179

OAKLAND/L.A.toLONDON(BMA)

ONE WAY
601
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Ed Blumenstock, Mcd Student IV

$299

Lv.Aug.3. *•.-•»,
Ret, Sept. 1 _j
Lv. Aug. 22 $i 59
Ret. Sept. 19

AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND(AFA)
LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES(BMA)

Lv. June 27
Lv. Aug. 24

Lv.

Lv.Sept.6
Lv.Oct.23

oneway
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252

1

(80 days)

123

(62 days)

.
.336

(69 days)

629

(47 days)
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stead."

Lv. June 25 $189
Bet. Sept. 1

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS

-

Fred Armstrong, Lab Technician, Dept. of
Pediatrics.
"I think so. I think they should show the
movie so that people could get something out of
it. I don't see anything wrong with it."

|

(16 days)

OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to L.A./OAKLAND(TIAJ
OAKLAND to NEW YORK
NEWYORKtoOAKLAND(TIA)

Tengo la siesta sim

dc los que almorzai

Norman Livermore, Medicine I

1971-2

"That's two questions: whether they should
be shown and whether they should be shown for
those reasons. Whether or not they're shown
should be irrespective of whether they're health
professional people or not. Just because they're
health professionals doesn't necessarily mean
that they should see the movie more than somebody who is not a health professional. Whether
they should be shown for those reasons is irrelivant because you cannot show a movie for a
specific reason. The impact of the movie is entirely a function of the motivation and presonality of the viewers."
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Tarde y

$399

Lv. Dec. 18 $249,
Ret. Jan. 2
Lv. Dec. 18 $139
(16days>
902
Ret. Jan. 2
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e^'harter Flignts
available only to students, faculty and staff of
_**
the University of California,
*•
and members of their immediate families
■"""*
There are NO MEMBERSHIP FEES.
All flights via certificated airlines flying jet equipment. Complimentary
meals and beverages aerved in flight.
for Application tFurther Information writ*:
CalJet Chasten
c* cag (An* coda) 415
2190SfoPn Street
au.tatA
-Tr_>-rn r.Mniriii._m
J
901

i

.

Ret.Au__B_\

Lv. June 23
Ret. Aug. 8

I Charter Flights Europe 1971 I
SUMMER-FALL
I
I
jjM LONDON
275. j USTAD ALI AKBAR KHAU
JOHN HSVUW
I LONDON
J135. ■
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THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF,

EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
FOR SCHEDULES, CALL OR WRITE

_ Phone (415) 392-8513
_
h A_-_r _DA_'

Z __. _?_.EJ_
CHARTER
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996 MARKET ST., SAN
l

SAX
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E.AST

PAKISTANI
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berkeley community theater
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

FRANCISCO, CA 94103
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,
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I
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JAZZ

Los escuchare pas;
mientras dejan su v
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ONE-WAY

UCSF. Co-sponsored by I
Continuing Education ii
Group and the Student,
inquiries and application:
tinuing Education in Heal

$85

Lv. June 18 $189
Ret. Sept. 5
Lv. June 27_ $189

L.A./SAN FRANCISCO to TOKYO (CPA)
TOKYO to SAN FRANCISCO/LA.

-All flay. $20. At UCSF. Cor
X2483.

NATIONAL HEROIN SYMPOSIU

"They should probably go to an orgy in-

$175

SPECIAL FLIGHTS TO JAPAN

M.D., Professo

Clinical Pharmocology, U
CAL FRIDAY NIGHT FILM at 7
students $.75.

Rbodan

NEW YORK TOLONDON
NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDONto NEW YORK(LAL)
NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)
NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK(LAL)

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH TOI
Human Breast Cancer wi
trakis, Professor of Preve
ty Medicine. Staff Mem
Hooper Foundation, UCS
dation and Department ol

Azarnoff,

"No, I don't think so. 1 don't believe there is
a bona fide relationship that exists between the
two things."

$165
$178$165

Lv. June 15

OAKLAND to N.Y.(AAL)

j

UC CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP <
Transportation provided

CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY CC

SPECIAL ONE WAY OAKLAND TO NEW YORK
104,

J

'

Joseph LeClair. Orthodontics I

$149,

July 28

j

"Sure. If people enjoy pornographic movies,
it's nice to have them on campus. I don't think it
has anything to do with awareness and sensitivity though."

EUROPE TO WEST COAST.

LONDON to LOS ANGELES(BMA)
LONDON to L.A./QAKLAND(BMA)
LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT.AIR)
AMSTERDAM to L.A. (SAT)
LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT. AIR)

BENEFIT CONCERT: with the Vi
Highway, San Francisco a
yers Guild, The Committi
Defense. For information i
UC CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP i
For information call Garl

Ret. Sep!JO -1
$~»d
Lv. June
Ret. Sept. 12
Lv. July 11 $279.!
Ret. Aug. 8

OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM

•

].'

ONE- WAY WEST COASTTO EUROPE
[917

"Should pornographic movies
or exhibits be used to
increase the awareness
and sensitivity of health
professional people?"

$299'

,1

Lv. June 17
Ret. Sept. 14
Lv. June20
J*eL Aug. 26

'
OAKLAND toLONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLANP(SAT)
L.A./OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND/L.A.(SAT)
OAKLAND/L.A. to LONDON
LONDON to L.A./OAKLAND(BMA)

FRIDAY FAR OUT PROGR
CAL. FRIDAY NIGHT FILM: "Tl
"In Claws of the Tigren" a
MOVIE: "2001 a space odyssey.
ley Ballroom at U.C. Berkr
available at Central Desk,
C.A.L.
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DUngbloods at Friends and Relations Hall. 660 Great
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will meet this Sunday at 7:30 p.m. at 120 Adolph Sutro.
I from 610 Parnassus 6:45 p.m. Guest speakers.
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-ICS NOON LECTURE PROGRAM: "Association of
th Genetic Variations in Ear Wax." Dr. Nicholas L. Pcntive Medicine, Division of Ambulatory and Communiber, Cancer Research Institute; Associate Director,
F. At 12noon in Room 332, HSE. G. W. Hooper FounInternational Health.
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COURSES in Wine
Tasting and Appreciation will be offered this summer under
tr>e sponsorship of the Committee on Arts and Lectures. Starting the first week
°l Ju|y an d continuing for eight sessions, a Beginning class will be taught Tuesday evenings and an Advanced class will be offered on Thursday evenings,
Each session will conclude with a tasting of wines discussed that evening. Cost
will be $12 for the Beginning and $25 for the Advanced Course. Instructor for
both evenings will be Mr. Hurst Hannum, co-author of The Fine Wines of California recently published by Doubleday. Further information may be obtained at
the M.U. desk in late June or by calling Bob Blumberg at 863-5418.

GRAM: "Tuberculosis.and Mycobactenology Today."
itact Continuing,Education m Health Sciences, UCSF,
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AN TOSTAL POETRY CONTEST
"SYNAPSE"
UCSF
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Orange gent,
Mister Apollo
Rising grenadier-like
Shimmering augustan prescence
Laying-to, then
Steadily arrowing
Westerly course. HiI
Orange gent.
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Donovon L Jenkim, C.LU
Ona reason for our reputation
' for integrity has been an
emphasis on professionalism.
Consequently, wa have always
attracted man of quality
man
Who understand that there are
times when no la the only
valid answer.

...

-

And man whose business it is
to have your interests at heart.
Does that soundIlka just another
advertising phrase? Wall, look
at It this way. Ask any top
professional If there's a healthier
way to build a following.

.

So callhim. You'll be impressed
by the number—and tha kind—
of goals ha can help you
accomplish with Ufa insurance.
you can
And remember
always say noto him.
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$150-$2OO
$15Q-$175
$225-$285
$400
$165
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YEAR AROUND FLIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE
FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL FRANK AT
(282-0588) OR Redwood City(36s-8625)
EVENINGS (282-0588)
OR WRITE:
S.F. REPRESENTATIVE
3762 20TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, 94110
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RAFFLE TO BENEFIT FREE CLINICS'. A raffle is being held by the first year dental
class to raise funds for various free dental clinics in the Bay Area.The amount of money to be available will be determined by the response to this raffle. Prizes will include a
high-speed air turbine handpiece; a low-speed belt-driven handpiece; and a laboratory
coat. Tickets are $1.00 and may be bought in 5185 on any afternoon, and from freshman dental students, before June 14. Clinics to benefit from the raffle include the
Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic, La Clinica dc la Salud, and the "Tooth Trip."

M on June 19through 20 in the Mcd Sci Auditorium,
■ii ght-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic, the UCSF Dept. of
i Health. Sciences, the Psychopharmacology Study
Association for Trie Study of Hallucinogens. Address
fpr enrollment to National Heroin Symposium, Contli Sciences, UCSF 94122 or phone 666-2483.
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ASUC TAKES ON NEW ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE: The Associated Students of i
UCSF voted overwhelming for Plan 2in its elections held last week. This plan calls for
ASUC to be headed by an Executive Board constituted of the Presidents of the Graduate Nursing Organization, Schools of Medicine, Pharmacy, Nursing and Dentistry and
m Execu tjve Director. The Executive Director will be elected by the entire Associated
students as per mail ballots which they will receive by June 3, 1971 and returned to the
ASUC officebefore or by June 7,1971 for tabulation.

C
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t*H 10 nightly, till midnight Friday"and Saturday
5020 Geary Blvd (off Park Presidio Blvd)

f

h.

ASUC DINNER/MEETING: to introduce the new Executive Council of the ASUC on
June 2, in Women's Residence Lounge from 5:30-8:30. Phone 2010 for reservations.
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of interest

INFERENCE: "Clofibrate and Cholestyramine." Daniel
r of Medicine and Pharmacology, Head, Division of
niveraity of Kansas. At 12 noon in 989 M.
:30, "On the Waterfront" in Mcd Sci Aud. Gen. $1 and
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To introduce you to the
gentle atmospher, tasty
food, and sensible prices
at Ferdinands, wed like
you to have an Anchor or
Schlitz beer on us. Just
show some U.C. faculty,
student, or staff I D

v* pound freshly ground
chuck char-broiled to
perfection. Served with melted cheese on a genuine New
York W ate>bagel. topped
with a ripe cherry tomato
and complimented with your
favorite garnishes All this
and your choice of salad or
fries for only 85c!

STATE, ZlPr_—"___

ESEP - U£ mrtpber
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PHOTO

comat

since i»s3

GOLDEN GATE

PHOTO CENTER
1234 9th Ay«. near Lincoln Way
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
Color Processing by KODAK
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums

Save Money on Technicolor Processing
Specials All Year Around
UO* SAT. 9A.M.to6PM

o*. 1-4229

In fact, students are reimbursed for room and board
while working on school rotation mobile clinics assign-

ment.

Further, summer session
runs on a reduced day
schedule and junior students
receive no organized instruction. At the same time,
they must provide many of
their own supplies and
equipment.
Chancellor Lee recently
stated that two-out-of-three
students on this campus
now receive financial aid.
The percentage of dental
students receiving aid is
higher.
An explanation is due

Editorial policy
The Synapse welcomes the contribution of well written

articles, letters, and poetry during the summer from UCSF
patients, students, staff, and faculty for publication during'
the 1971-1972 school year. Challenging and thought provoking copy will be given preference over pedantic and announcement type articles. If you have complaints over aspects of this campus, please also include feasible solutions.
The ancient Chinese poetic dictum that any thought can be
expressed in 12 lines applies in general to all submitted
copy. Please be brief, use well chosen words, and try to
avoid the jargon used by so many in our culture to display
their technical vocabulary.
Loren Pickart, Editor-in-Chief

——

to all graduating medical
students

The 50,000 Interns and Residents of America are moving
towards having a national
voice. Your opinions and
your representation are solicited. A second National
House Staff Conference' will
be held this year in November in Atlanta, Georga. It is
up to all ofyou, regardless of
your political viewpoint, to
make your voice and that of
your hospital, heard at the
next convention.
For further information,
contact your nearest regional representative. I would
also like to have information
about activities at your hospitals for the newsletter I
shall be co-editing.
Sincerely,
Anthony Bottone, M.D.
Co-Editor, newsletter for
the
Coordinating Committee,
National
House Staff Conference

'

Editor-in-chief:Loren Pickart
Associate Editors: Anthony Bottone, Gene Poon
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TRAVELER'S

TheSynapse seeks toact as a forum for responsible dialogue between theauthors and the
readers of the campus communityrepresenting a spectrum of beliefand action. Articles
published in the Synapserepresent the viewpoint ofthe authors and not necessarily those
ot theeditorialstaff.
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clAssifica
employment
ADVERTISING/BUSINESS MANAGER needed for growing campus

-

the Synapse. Experience
weekly
preferred but not necessary. Will
train. Must be willing to devote 20
hours weekly to position on a regular
basis. Pays $130 month for expense
account and 10% commission on all
display ads sold. Send resume to
Synapse, c/o Millberry UnionCentral
Desk, University of California, San
Francisco, California 94122.

personal
6 TAURUS KITTENS born immed.
following EOP Concert 5/1 (the
music did it). Fantastic clrs, mcl.
Calico. Mother has Ocelot mkgs;

|
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URGENT!! Graduating medical student who will be interning here in
the city needs a two or three bedroom apartment, flat or house im-

mediately. Willing to pay up to
$190'month. Please call 731-0930 or

$75. 664-3144.
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Telephone: 657-4602
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BankAmericard 9 gives you a helping hand by letting
you charge for goods and services throughout the
fifty states of the United States and in major cities
around the world. And, it provides you with an
accurate record of the money you've spent.
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666-2880.

rentals

for
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fathers both handsome devils. Kittens ready to love & attend you by
mid-June. Come see & reserve your
favorite now. 666-2557 betw. 8 & 5.
NEED summer roommate, 2 bedroom apt. twin peaks! furnished,
view, fireplace, sundeck, garage
$112.50 monthly call Bernie 553-1432 (day) 285-1138.

SPEAKERS: Quadraflex 3 both

Beverly Hills, Calif. 90311

J

Foreign Currency Kit in handsome wallet-size folder
provides a currency conversion table, a pictorial
explanation of the coin and note values of the country
you p| an t0 v iS jt and, if you like, enough actual
currency to cover small arrival expenses. (Available
for Europe, Canada, Turkey and Israel.)
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2219 IRVING STREET
*m
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Jet air fare for

BLACKLITE POSTER ;
\1 PSYCHEDELIC
BY JOINING NOW
STUDENT ORG.:*
X UNIVERSAL
8693 Wilshire Boulevard t
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+ FACULTY
YOUR CHOICE OF AFREE

Roundtnp

STUDENTS
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NURSES UNIFORMS 9ize 7-9. Nearly new. Cheap. BLUE RUG 9' X 12.
775-2343.
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FOR SALE: Guitar, harmony Soureign, excellent cond. Steel or nelon
strings, Very good action $60. 221-6278, evenings.
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$265

Traveler's Handbook is packed with helpful foreign •
travel information and has a world-wide list of Bank of
America branches and affiliates who will be happy to serve
I you if you go abroad.
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Apparel lor Mom

I

HANDBOOK 1 Free
„
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EUROPE

731-170

If you're planning to get away this summer, see Bank of America. We have
several good ideas that can make it easier for you to travel:

Bottone, Kathy Bramwell, Bob
Brewer, Muriel Cook, Georgia Cornwall, Ann Davis,
John Montgomery, Loren Pickart, Gene Poon, Larry Sklar,
Al Staubus, Toussaint Streat, Don Ware -\ Brian Wifson.
Announcements should be submitted to the Millberry UnionCentral Desk by noon Monday theweek of publication or call 666-2211. Letters and articles are cordially invited. All
copy should be typed and doublespaeed. Letters shall be published at the descretion of
the Editor and must be signed; however, the name may be withheld If so desired by the
writer. Slanderous letters will not be published but will be read eagerly by the editorial
staff.

Phone 806-2403.

Makeyour
summer traveling easier.

Synapse
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A two-day national symposium on Heroin will be
10-20 In the Mcd Sci Auditorium at the
University of California, San Francisco. DR. DAVID
bentel will be panel moderator for a panel on "Vietnam, Heroin and the Military," at
, the Sunday morning
session. The National Heroin Symposium is under
chairmanship of DAVID E. SMITH, M.D., Medical Director, Haighi-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic; Assistant Clinical Profession of Toxicology, UCSF; and Editor, "Journal of Psychedelic Drugs" and JOHN LUCE, Extension
Specialist in Drug Abuse Education, Department of
Continuing Education in Health Sciences, UCSF; Public
Affairs Director, Halght Ashbury Free Medical Clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Halght-Ashbury Free Medical
Clinic, the UCSF Dept. of Continuing Education In
Health Sciences, the Psychopharmacology Study
Group and the Student Associationfor the Study of Hallucinogens, the sumposium costs $30 to include
lunches on Saturday and Sunday and a Saturday night
Happening. A limited number of scholarships covering
one-half the registration fee have been made available
through the Diana Llnkletter Fund. Interested persons
should write the Symposium explaining their academic
standing and reasons for wishing to attend. Address
inquiries and applications for enrollment to: National
Heroin Symposium. Continuing Education In Health
Sciences, University of California, San Francisco 04122.
held on June

these students...
PETER MILGROM
ASSOCIATED
DENTAL
STUDENTS, PRESIDENT

—»-—-———-—---■
the
Associated Students,
Published Fridays by
University of California, San Francisco Medical Center.
San Francisco, California 94122. Phone 666-2211

1

national heroin symposium

FAN LETTERS

Dear Editor:
A basic inequity in fees
exists here for dental students in clinical summer
session. Junior dental students at U.C.S.F. are called
to pay fees in excess of $100
while U.C.L.A. students pay
only for the optional student
health service. Dental students already have the highest expenses of students on
campus.
Precedent for tuition-free
clinic exists here in that
near-graduation seniors may
work in clinics without paying summer session fees. In
addition, students are not
charged when working in
clinics during quarter break.

"

May 28,1971
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FANTASTIC 2-bedr., furnished apt.
on 4th Aye. Sublease July 1 to Sept.
15. $185/mo. Call Sue, 586-7603.
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Bank ot America Travelers Cheques are
guaranteed loss-proof, theft-proof and fire-proof,
Or your money back. If you lose them, you'll
get a quick refund for the full amount. And you
C3n blJy mem 0r CaSh them i USt ab Ut Sny"
uvhere in the world

°

Stop by your nearest Bank of America branch and get complete information
on these and other Bank ofAmerica Traveler's Services. We're anxious to help.

BANKof AMERICA
Bank of America National Trust

■

» Savings Association • Member FDIC
■
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